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Supplementary Figure legends 

Supplementary Figure 1. Detection of gamma oscillatory waves 

This figure shows an example how gamma oscillatory waves were detected. Gamma 

oscillatory waves were nested on theta oscillations in this example. Top traces show 

band-pass (30-80Hz) filtered potentials while bottom traces represent wide-band 

(1Hz-5kHz) traces. The band-pass filtered signal was used to detect both the negative 

(vertical lines) and positive inflections in individual gamma wave cycles. Note that 

our gamma detection method did not detect less regular, lower amplitude gamma 

oscillatory waves.  

Supplementary Figure 2. Percentage of cells that exhibited significant phase locking 

to gamma oscillations 

Bars show the percentage of pyramidal cells (pyr) and interneurons (int) that exhibited 

significant phase locking to gamma oscillations ( p<0.01, Rayleigh test). These 

percentages were calculated during different behavioral states. Interneuron spike 

numbers were also randomly culled to 10% (grey bars) to examine whether 

interneuron phase locking remained stronger than that of pyramidal cells if spike 

numbers for the two cell types were similar. The trend remained for interneurons to 

show stronger gamma phase locking in all behavioural conditions.  

 

Supplementary Figure 3. Gamma phases of pyramidal cells show two peaks during 

waking theta oscillations, independent of the significance level used to calculate them 

Cell-count histograms of the preferred gamma phases are shown during waking 

gamma oscillations. Cells that showed significant phase locking to gamma 

oscillations at the (p<0.05, Rayleigh test) level are shown in (A) while all cells 

(including those that did not show significant phase locking) are included in (B). Note 
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that we performed the bootstrapping for both histograms which confirmed the 

presence of two peaks (p<0.002) in both cases.  

 

Supplementary Figure 4. Changes of theta phase preference of pyramidal cells during 

gamma oscillations 

 (A) The detection probability of gamma oscillatory waves at different phases of theta 

oscillations. The detection probability function was calculated separately for each 

CA1 layer electrode and averaged (±SE) over different electrodes in different 

recording sessions (n=197). This gamma wave occurrence probability curve was 

plotted together with a trace of a representative averaged theta field wave (dashed-line 

trace).  

 (B) Cell-count histograms of the preferred theta phases measured for pyramidal cells 

during waking exploration sessions for the whole session [theta phase(all)]. Only 

pyramidal cells that showed both significant theta and gamma phase-locking 

(Rayleigh test P<0.01) are included.  (RisPyr: n=168, TroPyr: n=178). Traces on the 

plots: representative averaged waveforms of a field oscillatory theta wave. 

(C) Cell-count histograms of the preferred theta phases measured during gamma 

oscillatory periods [theta phase(gamma)] (RisPyr: n=141, TroPyr: n=145). Traces on 

the plots: representative averaged theta-gamma field oscillatory waveform averaged 

in reference to the largest amplitude gamma oscillatory wave times during each theta 

cycle (single theta cycle wave was doubled).  

Arrows on the plots highlight that RisPyr cells changed their theta phases during 

gamma oscillations and fired at descending theta phases as compared with their 

phases measured during the whole session. 

 

Supplementary Figure 5. Comparison of the strength of phase locking to theta and 

gamma oscillations 

The mean (±SE) theta (the) and gamma (gam) phase locking strength (length of the 

mean phase vector, see Methods) for pyramidal cells (A) and interneurons (B)  is 

shown for all cells (all) and for those that showed significant phase locking (sign., 
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p<0.01, Rayleigh test). Phase locking of cells were compared during active waking 

periods when both of these patterns are prominently present. 

 

Supplementary Figure 6. Gamma and theta firing-phase histograms of representative 

pyramidal cells and interneurons 

 Two representative pyramidal cells assigned to the TroPyr and RisPyr groups (A) and 

two interneurons of the RisInt and DesInt groups (B) are shown. The top histograms 

(gamma) shows the gamma firing-phase histogram of the cells calculated during 

waking-theta activity; the middle and bottom histograms show the theta firing-phase 

histograms of the same cells measured during waking-theta activity for the whole 

session [theta phase(all)] and waking-theta during gamma oscillations only [theta 

phase(gamma)]. All four cells shown are recorded in the same recording sessions. 

prob.: firing probability; Traces: representative averaged field (gamma, theta and 

theta+gamma) oscillatory waveforms. Note the improved theta modulation during 

gamma oscillations for the RisPyr cell. Note also that the firing probabilities in “theta 

phase(gamma)”  histograms were reduced as compared to the “theta phase(all)” 

histograms because, in the case of  “theta phase(gamma)”  histograms, cell firing that 

occurred during gamma oscillations was related to all the detected theta oscillatory 

cycles.   

 

Supplementary Figure 7.  Pyramidal cells and interneuron theta phase changes 

during gamma oscillations 

 The preferred theta phases of cells calculated for the whole session [theta phase(all)] 

plotted against that calculated during gamma oscillations only session [theta 

phase(gamma)]. Both the change for pyramidal cells (A) and interneurons (B) are 
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shown. Diagonal line: x=y ; Horizontal line: The circular mean of gamma-wave theta-

phases (i.e. -97.1˚).  The figure was centered at -90˚, i.e. theta phases were plotted in 

[-270˚:90˚] interval to show realignment of theta phases during gamma oscillation 

toward the mean theta phase of gamma waves. Note that pyramidal cells of the RisPyr 

group clustered near the horizontal line marking the theta phase of maximal gamma 

power, whereas TroPyr cells fired near the x=y diagonal line. This suggests that the 

theta phase of RisPyr cells during gamma was less influenced by their average theta 

phase than was the case for TroPyr cells. RisInt. n=115, DesInt: n=46, RisPyr: n=132, 

TroPyr: n=138 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 8. Changes of theta phase preference of interneurons during 

gamma oscillations 

 (A) Scatter plots of the preferred theta and gamma phases of individual interneurons. 

Only cells that showed both significant theta and gamma phase-locking (Rayleigh test 

P<0.01) are included.  RisInt: n=116, DesInt: n=46 Traces on the histograms: 

representative averaged waveforms of a field oscillatory theta wave. 

(B) Cell-count histograms of the preferred theta phases for the different interneuron 

groups. Note that the cell-count histogram of RisInt interneurons had two peaks at 

descending and trough theta phases, while a single peak at descending theta phases 

was observed for the DesInt group. Therefore, RisInt interneurons itself may represent 

two separate groups, although bootstrapping analysis showed only a trend towards a 

bimodal distribution which did not reach the significance level (p≈0.055). Note also, 

that the cell count histograms were overlapping for the two populations. Yet, their 
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mean theta phases were significantly different (RisInt: -52.7±10.7˚; n=168; DesInt: -

18.2±12.3˚, n=178; p<0.0001, Watson-Williams test).  

 

 (C) Preferred gamma phase of cells plotted against their preferred theta phase during 

gamma oscillatory periods [theta phase(gamma)]. RisInt: n=115, DesInt: n=46. Traces 

on the histograms: representative theta-gamma field oscillatory waveform averaged in 

reference to the largest amplitude gamma oscillatory wave times during each theta 

cycle (single theta cycle wave was doubled).  

(D) The preferred theta phase of cells was calculated during gamma oscillatory 

periods. Cell-count histograms of theta phases during gamma oscillations are plotted 

for different gamma phase groups. Note that similar to RisPyr cells, RisInt 

interneurons changed their theta phases during gamma oscillations. Their distance to 

maximum gamma power was smaller than for the DesInt group (RisInt: 26.9±8.9˚, 

n=115; DesInt: 65.1±15.6˚, n=46, all p<0.0001, Watson-Williams test). This showed 

that RisInt cells fired closer to theta phases associated with high gamma power than 

the DesInt group.  Additionally, RisInt interneurons (25.6±8.2˚, n=116) showed a 

stronger theta phase change than DesInt cells (13.2±12.5˚, n=46, p<0.005, Watson-

Williams test). 

Supplementary Figure 9.  

Mean (±95% CI) of gamma firing-phases of RisPyr (A) and TroPyr (B) cells with 

significant gamma modulation during single-spike or burst firing.  
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Supplementary Figure 10. Gamma modulation of place cells during place-related and 

location-independent firings 

 Cell-count histogram of preferred gamma phases inside (TroPyr: n=165; RisPyr: 

n=167) and outside (TroPyr: n=113; RisPyr: n=102) the place field (i.e., mean gamma 

phases for action potentials detected inside or outside the place field).  

 

 

Supplementary Figure 11. Standard error of the rate maps shown on Figures 7 and 8 

(A) SE of the theta phase-place maps (means are shown in Figure 7A) of RisPyr and 

TroPyr cells for the whole session (all) and during gamma oscillations. 

(B) SE of gamma phase-place maps in different theta bands (means shown in Figure 

8A) for RisPyr and TroPyr cells. 

 

 

 


